SALES

TAX

Excise taxes are removed from toilet articles, preparations
md cosmetics; and all clock and watches except those in the
ipper price range.
Sales tax exemptions are extended to children’s clothing
±ildren’s footwear, food and drink for human consumption,
Eceds for animals, fish, fowl or bees, bottles for exempt
evenges and foods, coiiitrcial ships’ equipment, goods produc
d by the physically handicapped in institutions; and inciner
alan plants, certain trick chassis and pollution detection
quijzient far municipalities.
There have been no changes in Custs Tariff Items that
ffect the sales tax.

AT NO-FAT PR
STATION JMGOA
AT LAMON
‘72 Grand Torino
8 Passenger PBS
Loaded With
‘72 Chev Kingsway VE
PB Steering, Radk
‘67 Dodge Polaris 500
V8 PB&PS,
We Need Your Car 1k
Spcng, trade

The Minto Mine
-4. Push
Located on the Surluga Road, little remains of the Minto
Mine today after thirty-four years on non-activity. thce the
Minto Mine was a pioneer producer in Michipicoteri, yielding
over one million dollars in gold bullion since its opening in
1931 under the capable direction of Mr. Jim Fox.
The Minto was one of the first mines to begin the revival
of gold mining in the Michipicoten area since its failure
with the Clergue industries in 1903.
During the first gold rush in 1898 an energetic German
eng4neer, Mr. Eldrhaf, of the Wawa Gold Mining Company had
dropped
the original shaft 130 feet before work was abandon
ed following his death in 1900.
TheMinto then remained practically forgotten for years
with
i9tiRjisfltjersn .tas- i.ed
thearea amA"‘Jdr.
jJfl $L*W3 Company stho
tested the property. A decision w made in 1926 to go ahead
mU work the claim, under the leadership of Mr. W.M. Goodwin,
nd it quickly became apparent that vast amounts of gold still
enained in the Michipicoten area. The gold field quickly re
wakened from its dormant shaber with the re-establishment of
mrous other mines. The ituronian Eelt Mthing Company,
trough its subsidiary, the Pioneer Syndicate, worked the
nto and the property which was known a the Cooper Gold
ries. The property was later purchased by Mr. ltd following
abandonment of work on the property by the Cooper Mines
I. The property comprised of 33 claims made up of the
to, Jubilee, and other groups. Work was formerly at the
to but was transferred to the Jubilee, where the shaft was
to 600 feet with a large amount of work done on five
ds. Gold was processed through a 100 ton cyanide mill.
ii late 1939 both mines sre closed and marked an end to
mining in the Michipicoten field for another two decades.
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The Individual to

.Jor
WATQI FOR THE
SPRD3 FAShION
ADS iN ThE
NOR11PN P3ST

A MAN OF SUBSTANCE
of substance, for in such measure does he count as sone
There ought always to be wuch more on the inside, than
e outside of everything. Some men are all front, like houses
‘inished for lack of funds, having the !nttBIlCeS of a palace
e.contents of a hut; there is nothing in them for which to
or to be stopped by, because the first greetings over,
se also is over. They enter to make their bows, like Sic
horses, but presently go silent, for words soon fail to
ere there is no sptng of thought. They take in easily
sho are equally superficial; but not the intelligent, for
elook deeper and find nothing, the fiction is recognized
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ALWAYS KEEP SOMETHING NEW
IN RESERVE
WITH WHICH TO DAZZLE TOMORROW
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